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I. Introduction

Observing real-time dynamics of bio-molecules in
live cells can address many fundamental questions in
cell biology: how molecules translocate, interact with
partners, and respond to environmental cues. In the
past two decades, various fluorescent microscopy
methods have been developed, providing powerful
tools to visualize molecular dynamics as macromole-
cules perform cellular functions.

Far field fluorescent optical microscopy has been
the method of choice for studying biological systems,

providing a non-invasive and sensitive approach for
probing molecular dynamics in live cells. The major
limitation of far field fluorescent microscopy, how-
ever, has been its limited resolution (�250 nm) due
to the diffraction limit of light [1]. Because of this
limitation, it was believed for over a century, that
macromolecules inside the cell could not be imaged,
or even localized, with the appropriate molecular re-
solution. In order to image biological macromole-
cules at work in the living cell, resolution on the or-
der of nanometers is required. To achieve the
nanometer resolution, several high resolution locali-
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Single particle tracking (SPT) techniques were devel-
oped to explore bio-molecules dynamics in live cells at
single molecule sensitivity and nanometer spatial resolu-
tion. Recent developments in quantum dots (Qdots) sur-
face coating and bio-conjugation schemes have made
them most suitable probes for live cell applications.
Here we review recent advancements in using quantum
dots as SPT probes for live cell experiments.

The trajectory of single quantum dot bound to avidin-
GPI (in black) is overlaid with the mean intensity of ca-
veolin-1-EGFP (in green) to allow colocalization studies
of avidin-GPI with caveolae.
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zation optical techniques were developed by localiz-
ing the centroids of the bright field or fluorescent
images with high precision [2–5]. These localization
techniques have been successfully applied to near-
field microscopy [6], wide field microcopy [7], and
confocal microscopy [8] at single molecule level.

Recently several super-resolution imaging techni-
ques, that break or circumvent the diffraction limit
of light, have been introduced: stimulated emission
depletion microscopy (STED) [9], structured illumi-
nation microscopy [10], photoactivated localization
microscopy (PALM) [11], fluorescence photoactiva-
tion localization microscopy (FPALM) [12], and sto-
chastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM)
[13]. The above mentioned super-resolution imaging
methods rely on the presence, in the sample, of mul-
tiple fluorophores within the resolution limit, or the
point-spread-function (PSF). These multiple fluoro-
phores are randomly turned on and off, or their
fluorescence is inhibited or reduced by structured il-
lumination via stimulated emission and/or saturation.
In the very low dilution limit, when on average less
than one fluorophore occupies the PSF, super-resolu-
tion imaging is no longer attainable, but with recent
advances in probes, optics and detectors, individual
molecules can be detected and localized with super-
resolution accuracy, even in the environment of live
cells [14, 15]. For example, STED was recently being
used to image and track vesicle movement within sy-
naptic boutons at video rate with a lateral resolution
of 62 nm, demonstrating the emerging ability of
modern fluorescent microscopy to decipher cellular
processes on the nanometer scale [16].

Single particle tracking (SPT) uses the same ap-
proach as some of the previously mentioned super
resolution methods. For decades, researchers have
used this approach in various ways to track single
bio-molecules with high resolution [17, 18]. With the
application of new imaging methods and the use of
brighter and more stable probes, such as quantum
dots, SPT has the capability to enter into a new era
of high resolution and long timescale imaging. SPT
techniques allow scientists to follow single molecules
in real time and visualize the actual molecular dy-
namics in their habitant environment. Upon obser-
ving many molecules, a histogram of individual tra-
jectories can be constructed. Such histogram depicts
the stochastic dynamic distribution of the system,
which is particularly useful to explore heterogeneous
molecular behavior in complex environment. Such
dynamical observations can lead to discovery of rare
but important biological processes, which are often
masked in ensemble measurements using traditional
biochemical methods. Moreover, these un-averaged
dynamic details provide valuable information about
molecular mechanisms of biological interactions be-
yond what can be learnt through static snapshots of
the cell.

This review intends to briefly survey recent ad-
vancements and achievements within the single par-
ticle tracking field with a primary focus on the rapid
adaptation of semiconductor quantum dots (Qdots)
for SPT in live cells. The organization of this article
is as follows: section II summarizes techniques and
probes used in SPT experiments; section III briefly
discusses several examples of the use of organic
fluorophores in SPT experiments; section IV intro-
duces quantum dots (Qdots) and their functionaliza-
tion methods for applications in live cells; and lastly,
section V summarizes recent progress in SPT experi-
ments using Qdots. Outlook for the use of Qdots for
SPT is discussed in the concluding section.

II. Single particle tracking

Early SPT techniques utilized a similar approach to
many of the currently developed super resolution
methods (for review, see [18, 19]). To accomplish
this, light-emitting or light-scattering particles were
followed frame by frame with a camera and the par-
ticles fluorescence or scattered image is fit to a 2-di-
mensional Gaussian by least squares minimization.
The center of this 2-dimensional fit corresponds to
the x, y position of the particle, thus allowing the
particle to be localized with nanometer precision.
The localization precision of this approach depends
on the number of detected photon per PSF image
and therefore, it has no fundamental limit [20, 21].
Under favorable experimental conditions the locali-
zation precision is ~two orders of magnitude better
than the diffraction limit itself. Using this approach,
earlier experiments utilized latex or fluorescent mi-
crospheres (�20–500 nm), and colloidal gold parti-
cles (40 nm) [22, 23] to track single macromolecules
in live cells. These labels were sufficiently bright to
provide enough photons to track single molecules
with fast sampling rates for a long time. Further im-
provements in SPT now allow ultrafast imaging and
tracking of various biological molecules including
lipids, membrane associated proteins, and cytosolic
motor proteins. Temporal resolution as high as
25 micro-seconds has been achieved by Kusumi and
coworkers with 40 nm immuno-gold nano-particles
[24]. With this ultrafast SPT technique, they claimed
to observe the partitioning of lipids and proteins into
plasma membrane sub-domains formed by underly-
ing cytoskeletal actin networks. This observation
allowed the authors to suggest a “picket-fence mod-
el” which is a revised view of the “fluid mosaic” model
for the plasma membrane proposed by Singer and Ni-
cholson 30 years ago [23, 25]. Moreover, SPT analysis
provides detailed description of the compartment
sizes of micro-domains and the residence time of indi-
vidual macromolecules in these compartments. Unfor-
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tunately, the size of the SPT probes may induce steric
hindrance effects on the macromolecules they are at-
tached to, thereby blocking normal molecular interac-
tions or access to spatially constrained environments
[26]. Using smaller probes can minimize steric effects.
As an example, Lasne and others tracked 5 nm gold
particles at video-rate by Laser Induced Scattering
around a Nanoabsorber [27].

III. Single particle tracking using organic
fluorophores

While small-sized gold nano-particles have proven to
be good labeling reagents for SPT experiments, they
are not well suited for multiplexed detection and
simultaneous tracking of different macromolecules.
Fluorescent microscopy, which allows one to simulta-
neously image multiple emission channels, offers the
best multiplexing platform for studying dynamic cel-
lular machinery. Thanks to the development of a
large library of different-color fluorescent proteins
(FPs), the development of genetic tags that allow
site-specific in vivo targeting and labeling of perme-
able organic fluorophores, and the advancement of
fast imaging technologies [28], simultaneous observa-
tion of multiple bio-molecules in different hues was
possible.

These genetic encoded fluorophores and organic
dye molecules are significantly smaller than synthetic
beads and gold particles, and, as a consequence, are
less likely to induce undesirable size-dependent
artifacts in SPT experiments. However because of
the relative weak fluorescent signal against strong
cellular autofluorescence background and their fast
photobleaching rate, tracking single molecules la-
beled with either FPs or organic dyes remains a chal-
lenging task. Practically, the excitation level needs to
be carefully adjusted to balance between photo-
bleaching rate and fluorescence emission intensity in
order to achieve decent signal-to-background (S/B).
Under the best conditions, these fluorescent probes
could be traced for about 10 seconds, far less than
the time scale achieved by SPT experiments using
synthetic nano-particles. This article does not intend
to review SPT using organic fluorophores or in vivo
fluorophore labeling methodology, and thus only se-
lected examples were discussed in the following sec-
tion.

Despite these difficulties of tracking single FPs/
organic fluorophores in vivo, several studies have
traced organelles or vesicles loaded with multiple co-
pies of FPs. For example, fluorescence imaging with
one nanometer accuracy (FIONA) was used to track
the movement of individual green fluorescent pro-
tein (GFP) tagged peroxysomes transported by con-
ventional kinesins and cytosolic dyneins [29]. The

large number of photons emitted from individual
peroxysome containing multiple copies of GFPs al-
lowed Kural et al to push the temporal imaging reso-
lution down to 1.1 milliseconds, thus enabling the de-
termination of the moving velocity and stepping
characteristics of these microtubules associated mo-
lecular motors in great details. While a step size of
�8 nm is consistent with single molecule in vitro stu-
dies using optical trap [30]for both kinesin and dy-
nein, the moving velocity appeared a lot faster than
what was found in in vitro assays. Based on this
observation, Kural et al. proposed a coordinated
mechanism for peroxysome transport [29]. Alterna-
tively, Cai et al. developed a three-tandom mono-
meric Citrine tag and used it to directly track single
molecules of tagged kinesin-1 in live cells with
�20 nm resolution at video rates. This much better
defined molecular system provides strong evidence
that individual kinesin-1 molecules behave similarly
in vivo and in vitro, thereby ruling-out the hypoth-
esis that kinesins move at different speed in a cellu-
lar environment [31].

In addition to the genetic tagging of FPs, organic
fluorophores with high quantum yield and slow
photobleaching rate were also used in SPT experi-
ments. These small organic dyes could provide much
more versatility in single molecule tracking experi-
ments, especially in applications where FP fusions
perturb the biological system [32, 33]. Seisenberger
et al. described the adeno-associated viruss infection
pathway in great detail by tracking single viruses la-
beled with single Cy5 dye [34]. For most biological
systems, however, tracking specific molecules among
many others in live cells requires the development
of efficient in vivo targeting strategies. A variety of
enzymatic strategies combined with specific molecu-
lar tags have been developed over the years to allow
the covalent attachment of small organic dyes to tags
that were genetically fused to specified proteins. For
example, modifying the target protein with a 15 ami-
no-acid peptide sequence tag allows the protein to
be specifically labeled with biotin by recombinant
biotin ligase BirA [26]. Tetracysteine-biarsenical sys-
tem utilizes a 12-residue peptide sequence that in-
cludes four cysteines capable of binding membrane-
permeable biarsenical FIAsH and ReAsH dyes
[35, 36], thus enabling labeling of cytosolic protein
targets. Other systems include acyl carrier protein
(ACP) tag for specific labeling by phosphopan-
tetheine transferase [37], or Q-tag for the use of
transglutaminase [38].

When combining the power of FPs and fluoro-
phores, multi-color single molecule tracking and ima-
ging can provide valuable description of molecular
distribution, activation, and trafficking in a dynamic
fashion. For example Jacquier et al. used double la-
beling of both a cytosolic GFP tag and an extracellu-
lar ACP tag. This extracellular tag permits specific
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pulse labeling of the membrane integrated subpopu-
lation of the odorant receptor, therefore allowing
the monitoring of individual odorant receptors from
early, dynamic processes in the receptors signaling to
ligand-induced endocytosis and recycling [39]. Alter-
natively, another labeling scheme that was utilized to
study membrane receptors was the conjugation of
fluorophores to the functional ligands themselves.
For example, Yanagida and coworkers used func-
tional Cy3-labeled EGF to study the dynamics of
EGF Receptor, indicating the existence of pre-
formed EGFR dimers and revealing structural fluc-
tuations between the dimers [40].

IV. Quantum dots as cellular probes

Quantum dots (Qdots) are semiconductor nanocrys-
tals that have unique fluorescent properties (For re-
view, see [41–43]). Their photophysical properties are
highly dependent on the chemical composition, shape,
and size, all of which can be controlled during synth-
esis. The unique wide absorption spectra and narrow
emission band that can be tuned from UV to infrared
wavelengths distinguish them from conventional or-
ganic fluorophores and provide many advantages for
multi-color fluorescent imaging (see Figure 1). In ad-
dition, Qdots are orders of magnitude more photo-
stable than organic dyes and FPs, making them very
attractive candidates for long term SPTexperiments in
live cells, obtaining long tracking trajectories.

Much of the challenge of using Qdots in live cells
comes from surface solubilization and functionaliza-
tion. Since Qdots are initially synthesized in non-po-
lar solvents and are hydrophobic, their surface needs
to be decorated with ampiphilic coatings, rendering
them hydrophilic for biological applications. The sur-
face chemistry needs to be stable enough to survive
in biological fluids. Over the years, scientists have
developed a wide array of surface chemistries for
Qdots biological interfacing (For review, see [42]).
These surface coatings not only have to retain the
advantageous photophysical and size properties of
the nanocrystal, but also provide additional reactive
groups for subsequent conjugation of biomolecular
recognition molecules.

In an effort to achieve small and bio-compatible
Qdots, our laboratory has developed Qdots coated
with phytochelatin-related peptides, where carefully
selected amino-acid sequences solubilize Qdots in
aqueous solution, thus providing a biological inter-
face necessary for live cell imaging [44]. These small
peptide-coated Qdots have been proven to maintain
excellent colloidal and photophysical properties [45,
46]. Furthermore, the coating peptide sequence can
be easily customized to acquire different functional-
ities. For example adding an N-terminal cysteine to

the peptide sequence can react with maleimide-bio-
cytin after reduction with dithiothreitol [42, 44]. To
further reduce non-specific adhesion between the
Qdots and cellular surface, polyethylene glycol
(PEG) modified peptides can also be introduced on
the Qdot surface as shown in Figure 2 [47].

Interestingly because the photophysical proper-
ties of Qdots are somewhat influenced by the pep-
tide adhesive domain [46], it is possible to generate
Qdots with higher emission rates, increased stability
and reduced blinking by varying the binding se-
quence via molecular evolution [42]. Pilot experi-
ments showed that hydrophobic unnatural amino
acid 3-cyclohexylalanines of our original peptide se-
quence design could be replaced by other natural
hydrophobic amino acids such as phenylalanine [48].
Such natural sequences can be easily produced in
large quantities in E. coli. High throughput screening
of new candidate sequences to optimize Qdots prop-
erties and binding is currently underway using yeast
surface display (see Figure 2).

Except for few applications using non-functiona-
lized Qdots [49], most experiments require specific
binding of Qdots to the bio-molecule under study.
Among many binding moieties and labeling strate-
gies, the ultra-high affinity streptavidin-biotin is the
most commonly used binding pair, utilizing commer-
cially available streptavidin-Qdots (SA-Qdots) [50].
For example Tings group tracked AMPA receptors
tagged with biotin acceptor sequence using SA-
Qdots [26, 51].

Otherwise, extra-cellular parts of most membrane
proteins can be readily targeted using a three-layer
strategy: primary antibody against the target mole-
cule, followed by a biotinylated secondary antibody,
followed by a streptavidin-coated Qdot. However
since both primary and secondary antibodies are di-
valent, this three-layer strategy could result in cross-
linking of target proteins and form undesired high
molecular weight aggregates. A similar effect occurs
when multiple binding moieties present on the sur-
face of the Qdots. Such cross-linking could induce
oligomerization and possibly even unwanted activa-
tion of signaling cascades. Controlling the number of
ligands on the Qdots surface is therefore sometimes
necessary.

Membrane proteins were also targeted via Qdots
conjugated to biotinylated primary high affinity anti-
bodies [52]. Yet in another approach, several mem-
brane receptors were studied using biotinylated
ligands. For example, SA-Qdots decorated with bio-
tinylated epidermal growth factor (EGF) were used
to study EGF transport by erbB (HER2) receptors
[53]. The sizes of these immuno-targeted Qdots com-
plexes were quite large (�50 nm), sometimes block-
ing access to narrow or crowded locations on the
cells surface [26], or inhibiting molecular interactions
due to steric hindrance. Qdots decorated with other
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reactive groups such as carboxyl or amine are also
commercially available, allowing a wide variety of
coupling chemistries for conjugating recognition mo-
lecules of interest to the nanoparticles. For example,
Vu et al. coupled Qdots to nerve growth factor
(NGF) and demonstrated that it maintained its bio-
logical activity after coupling [54]. Each conjugation

scheme requires optimization of reaction conditions
and stoichiometry for achieving best labeling re-
sults.

In summary, Qdots provide unique properties as
cellular imaging probes. Because of their relative
large size (with respect to the target), Qdots are best
utilized when tagging sparsely distributed target mo-

Figure 1 (online colour at: www.biophotonics-journal.org) (A) Comparison of fluorophores and commonly used targeting pro-
teins shown to scale. While Qdots as synthesized core/shell structure have diameters ranging from 2–10 nm, the solubilization
interface and biological functionality coating significantly increase the size of the final products. Here a CdSe/ZnS quantum
dot coated with peptides (Qdot in red, and peptide coating in black) is shown to compare with FITC fluorophore, green fluor-
escent protein, IgG Fab fragment, and streptavidin. The hydrodynamic diameter of peptide-coated red-emitting CdSe/ZnS
quantum dots is �12 nm [45]. Streptavidin coated Qdots usually end up with diameters �15–20 nm, and antibody Fab frag-
ments coupled Qdots can be as large as 25 nm in diameter. Scale bar, 4 nm. (B) Comparison of absorption and fluorescence
spectra of FPs to Qdots. Normalized absorbance is in green, and normalized fluorescence emission is in red. The spectra of one
red emitting fluorescent protein mStrawberry [71] is shown on the left, and the spectra of red emitting CdSe/ZnS Qdot is
shown on the right. The absorption band of typical organic fluorophores is narrow, and the emission peak is broadened on the
red shoulder. Qdots, on the contrary, have a broadband absorption spectrum and symmetric, narrow emission peak.
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lecules, and when long time observation is desired.
In particular, single molecule tracking experiments
benefit from the high brightness and high photo-
stability of Qdots. As discussed below, Qdots have
been used in numerous live cell studies, proving their
utility for single particle tracking experiments.

V. Qdots as probes in single molecule
tracking experiments

V.1 Qdots as probes to study membrane
receptors

Membrane receptors or membrane associated pro-
teins are intuitive targets for Qdots imaging because
they do not require intracellular delivery through the
impermeable plasma membrane. Dahan et al. were
first to track the lateral diffusion of glycine receptors
in living neurons for up to 20 minutes whereas CY3
labeled receptors could only be tracked for 5 seconds
before photobleaching [55]. As shown in Figure 3,
this work nicely characterized multiple diffusion be-
haviors during a single trajectory and correlated the

receptors behavior to their synaptic localization.
Although the size of these Qdots labeled glycine re-
ceptors were on the same order as the size of the sy-
naptic cleft, Qdots could be seen entering and exiting
this confined environment.

Following this original work, several other neuro-
transmitter receptors have been followed by either
antibody or ligand functionalized Qdots at the single
molecule level. For example, Bouzigues et al. fol-
lowed single GABA receptors as they redistribution
on nerve growth cones in response to external ligand
gradient in a microtubule dependent manner [56].
Croquet and coworkers compared the diffusion be-
haviors of single dye or single Qdots tagged AMDA
glutamate receptors and found out that all antibody-
based labeling strategies yielded similar diffusion
coefficients [57]. All these receptors showed periods
of fast diffusion (Diffusion coefficient D ¼ 10�1 �
10�2um2/sec) and slow diffusion (10�5 � 10�2 um2/sec),
where slow diffusion corresponded to entry into
synapses. The diffusion coefficients from the Qdots
tracking experiments were comparable with experi-
ments using single dye labeling, indicating that
Qdots are faithful reporters of the lateral diffusion
of membrane receptors. Cui et al. and Echarte et al.
both tracked NGF axonal transport by biotin-NGF

Figure 2 (online colour at: www.biophotonics-journal.org) (A) Design and evolution of peptide-coated Qdots. The natural
peptide used for Qdots solubilization has a hydrophobic adhesive domain and a hydrophilic sequence [44, 48]. The hydro-
philic tail can be functionalized by adding reactive groups or functional groups such as biotin at the N-terminus. Polyethylene
glycol (PEG)-conjugated peptide can be introduced simultaneously to reduce non-specific binding to cell surfaces. The adhe-
sive domain sequence can be selected via peptide display libraries such as phage or yeast surface display system. This method
can be used to select for peptides that specifically bind to Qdots, or even peptides that improve the photophysical properties
such as reduced blinking or enhanced brightness. (B) Schematic representation of multiplexing fluorescent labeling methods
to study protein recruitment, trafficking, and activation. Qdots (in red) with specific targeting peptides, genetic tags allowing
organic fluorophores to be covalently attached (fluorophore in yellow), and FP tags on cytosolic proteins (in green) can be
used in parallel to study complex, dynamic system such as signal transduction pathway.
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Figure 3 (online colour at: www.biophotonics-journal.org) Diffusion dynamics of Qdots bound glycine receptors. (A) Se-
lected images from a sequence of 850 frames. The acquisition time for each frame is 75ms. Qdots fluorescence is in green
and FM4-64 labeled synaptic boutons are in red. One green Qdot (arrow) in A1 moves from bouton b1 to b2 by diffusion.
(B) Instantaneous diffusion coefficient over time. The upper red bar represents the on time of the tracking Qdot. This
blinking behavior indicates that one single Qdot was being followed. For the first 30 seconds, the diffusion coefficient is
�0.1 mm 2/sec and the mean square displacement (MSD) showed a linear relationship with time as showed in (C). For 30–
63 seconds of the trajectory, the diffusion coefficient decreased to �0.02 mm 2/sec and MSD curve in (D) indicated con-
fined diffusion. During this period, the Qdot was located at the vicinity of bouton b2 (A6). Reprinted by permission from
Science [55], copyright 2003.

Figure 4 (online colour at: www.biophotonics-journal.org) Retrograde transport of EGF conjugated Qdots along filopodia.
(a) A431 cells expressing endogeneous erbB1 and erbB3-eGFP (in green) were labeled with Qdots (in red) conjugated to
epidermal growth factor (EGF), which binds to the transmembrane receptor erbB1. Confocal images at different time
points were shown in series, indicating the endocytosis of Qdots-ligand bound receptors. (b) A single filopodium of the cell
indicated in (a) was magnified, demonstrating the migration of EGF-Qdots towards the cell body at a velocity �10 nm/sec.
This figure was reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Biotechnology [53], copyright 2004.
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and SA-Qdots conjugates, reporting that internalized
NGF-Qdots containing endosomes underwent active
retrograde transportation in a stop-and-go fash-
ion[58], providing a much more detailed description
of the dynamic behavior than previous tracking ex-
periments using fluorophores cy3 did [59].

Qdots were also used to study other membrane
receptor mediated signal transduction mechanisms
in non-neuronal cell systems. Lidke et al. first used
biotinylated epidermal growth factor (EGF) conju-
gated Qdots to study the endocytosis and trafficking
of erbB receptors, and were first to report retro-
grade transport along filopodia towards the cell
body as shown in Figure 4 [53]. Haggie et al.
tracked cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance
regulator (CFTR) receptors and found them to be
immobile due to C-terminal PDZ interactions [60].
Taking together, the above mentioned examples
prove Qdots to be a versatile tool for studying dif-
fusion, recruitment, and activation of membrane
bound receptors.

V.2 Qdots as probes to study membrane
organization

Our lab has used biotinylated peptide-coated Qdots
to track single GPI-anchor avidin protein (Av-GPI)
expressed in HeLa cells, serving as a model system
to study plasma membrane organization and struc-
ture (Pinaud et al., submitted). By combining single
particle tracking and simultaneous fluorescent ima-
ging in a dual-color total internal reflection micro-
scopy setup, we were able to identify different diffu-
sion behaviors of Av-GPI and to correlate these
behaviors with the location of plasma membrane
components such as glycosphingolipids GM1 do-
mains and caveolae. Comparative single Qdot track-
ing and single dye tracking of Av-GPI confirmed
that the high photostability of Qdots is advantageous
in studying complex membrane organization since it
allows the acquisition of diffusion trajectories much
longer and much more informative than those ob-
tained with conventional and rapidly photobleached
fluorophores (see Figure 5).

V.3 Qdots as probes to study intracellular
motor proteins

While Qdots have been used to target membrane
receptors and GPI-anchored proteins, it is still chal-
lenging to deliver Qdots across the plasma mem-
brane and direct them to cytosolic targets. When
cells are presented with Qdots, they internalize

them via endocytosis [61], and often trap Qdots in
membrane-bound organelles. Nan et al. used this
property to study the movement of Qdots-contain-
ing endosomes, presumably driven by microtubule
associated kinesin and dynein motors [49].
Although the fluorescent signal from each Qdots
aggregates was strong, such vesicle-tracking experi-
ments do not give information about the number or
the type of motor proteins on each endosome, com-
plicating data interpretation. To avoid such draw-
backs, Courty et al. conjugated kinesin to Qdots in
vitro and introduced the conjugates into live cells
with a cell-loading technique based on the osmotic
lysis of pinocytic vesicles. By tracking single Qdots
attached to single kinesin motors, they reported ve-
locity and processivity comparable to those meas-
ured in in vitro single molecule experiments using
purified components [62]. However, due to the rela-
tive weak signal from single Qdots, the spatio-tem-
poral resolutions of their experiment did not allow
the detection of the 8nm steps that were measured
in in vitro single molecule assays.

Other attempts to transport Qdots across mem-
brane have been made using membrane trans-
location peptides or transfection agents [63–65].
Unfortunately all these methods tend to result in in-
homogeneous distribution of Qdots in the cytoplasm
or trapping inside endosomes. As of today, single cell
microinjection, albeit very low throughput and time
consuming, remains the most reliable way to deliver
Qdots and target them to cytosolic proteins. This
method was successfully used to target Qdots carry-
ing specific organelle targeting sequence to transport
into the nucleus [65] or the mitochondria [63]. De-
velopment of new translocating methods for Qdots
will greatly accelerate our ability to follow bio-mole-
cules in the cytosol, where most biological processes
take place.

V.4 Tracking Qdots in three-dimensions

While two-dimensional single molecule tracking has
been applied to many live cell systems, it is often-
times limited to biological events that take place on
the plasma membrane or a cytoskeleton track. Since
many biological processes occur in the cytosolic
space, the development of a three-dimensional (3D)
single molecule tracking method is highly desirable.
Such a 3D tracking capability will provide valuable
information about macromolecular processes such as
trafficking, translocation and self-assembly. Because
of their photostability and brightness, Qdots are well
suited for this task.

Several groups have developed different optical
techniques to solve this challenging problem: Defo-
cused imaging was used to track a fluorescent bead
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in a porous polymer network [66]; multi-plane ima-
ging have been used to follow the recycling pathway
that leads to exocytosis of the GFP-tagged MHC
Class I-related receptor, FcRn [67]; Bifocal imaging
was used to track phagocytosed fluorescent beads

and organelles [68]; Orbiting a beam around single
particle was used to track GFP-labeled chromatin
movement in interphase cells in a two-photon excita-
tion microscopy setup [69, 70]; A cylindrical lens was
placed in the detection path of a microscope in order

Figure 5 (online colour at: www.biophotonics-journal.org) (A) Time series images from a dual color TIRF microscopy
movie of an HeLa cell co-expressing GPI-anchored avidin proteins (Av-GPI) labeled with Qdots (red) and EGFP fused to
caveolin-1, a marker of caveolae (green). Scale bar: 1 Dm. (B) The trajectory of the single Av-GPI labeled in A is overlaid
with the mean intensity projection image of all frames (EImean) for the caveolin-1-EGFP green channel. This approach
allows colocalization studies of Av-GPI with caveolae for the entire movie despite the photobleaching EGFP. (C) Single
molecule tracking with Qdots or organic dyes. Schematic representation of plasma membrane anchored proteins targeted
with 620nm emitting Qdots or alexa 488 dyes. Tracking was performed by Gaussian fitting, frame by frame, the PSF of a
single Qdot (integration: 100 ms/frame) or a single alexa 488 labeled GPI-av protein (integration: 60 ms/frame) diffusing in
the membrane of a HeLa cell. Trajectories for Qdots and dye tracking are plotted together with their duration length, the
diffusion coefficient determined from the measurement and the probe fluorescent intensity along the diffusion trajectory
(bottom, black) compared to fluorescent background signal from the cell (grey). Notice that for a diffusion coefficient
similar to that of the dye, the Qdot trajectory is much longer, thus allowing access to more complex dynamic information
than would be inferred from the single dye trajectory. Notice also the typical blinking behavior of the single Qdots and the
rapid disappearance of the single dye fluorescence by photobleaching.
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to introduce a slight astigmatism, which in turn pro-
vided full 3D information.

This last method was applied to tracking endocy-
tosed Qdots and identified several transport modes
including active transport and passive 3D diffusion
within the trajectories [63]. Holtzer et al. achieved
position accuracy of 43 nm in lateral and 130 nm in
axial directions at a frame rate of 167 Hz, thereby
demonstrating the acquisition of detailed three-di-
mensional molecular trajectories within the crowded
environment of the cell.

VI. Conclusions

Direct observation of single molecules in live cells
offers biologists an attractive tool to elucidate the
spatio-temporal distribution of bio-molecules in their
native environment when all cellular circuits are
wired-up. Over the last several years, improvements
in Qdots synthesis, surface coating, and bio-conjuga-
tion have resulted in very bright probes that are well
suited for fluorescence imaging and single particle
tracking. Qdots still suffer from drawbacks, owing
mainly to size (�5–25 nm). This elicits steric effects
that may exclude them from applications in crowded
environments, non-specific binding, imprecise stoi-
chiometry of functional groups, and yet not-opti-
mized cytosolic delivery methods. Future improve-
ments to Qdots will arise from synthesizing smaller
(but still bright) particles, developing more robust
surface coatings, increasing photostability, and devis-
ing more efficient cellular delivery methods. Ad-
vancements in three-dimensional tracking techniques
and development of faster imaging detectors [64, 65]
will also greatly enhance our ability to follow single
molecules in vivo beyond video rate and the diffrac-
tion limit of light, thereby providing insights into fast
biomolecular processes in live cells. Together with
the development of fluorescent proteins and in vivo
targeting strategies, multi-color Qdot fluorescence
imaging with nanometer resolution will offer exciting
possibilities for deciphering fundamental dynamic
cellular processes.
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